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The FinaToken $FNA is the farming and governance token for the FinaSwap platform.

FinaSwap is a decentralized exchange (DEX) that leverages automated market-making

(AMM) and yield farming mechanisms on several blockchains.

Ticker

FNA
Supply

305,923,800
Treasury

43,638,188
Algorithm

Ethash
Consensus

POA

FinaToken

Treasury / Development fund
The treasury and development fund ensures 
the project’s sustainability. 43M FNA of the 
supply is allocated for the treasury and devel-
opment fund.

Initial Dex Offering
Our goal is to raise funds through an IDO 
(Initial Dex Offering). These funds will enable us 
to extend our platform, roll out our marketing 
activities, and list FinaToken on new exchanges. 
50M FNA of the supply is allocated for the 
Initial Dex Offering.

Holders

262,285,612

Treasury Fund

43,638,188
14%

86%



Specification of Holders

Around 86% of the supply is held by the FinaToken community,  the majority holders for 
FinaToken. Some of those holders are from the Solaris community. The Solaris commu-
nity holds around 62% of the supply. The team has also bought out the Solaris Savings 
program, which is approximately 4% of the supply. The buy-out of Solaris Savings is 
estimated at 12.5 Million FinaTokens. If there are leftovers, we will burn the rest of the 
calculated amount. For example: When the payouts are 4.5 Million FinaTokens, we will 
burn 8 Million FinaTokens.

50,000,000
Initial Dex Offering

10,000,000
Private Sale Solaris

12,500,000
Payout Savings

189,785,612
Solaris Holders

= 86%



Specification of Treasury

The Finatoken treasury fund is around 43 million Fina Tokens. Maybe that sounds a lot, but 
it is only 14% of the total supply. With these funds, the treasury funds, We can secure the 
future of FinaToken. The community has more voting power than the Finatoken Team. 

About 29 days after FinaSwap is launched, each block will be rewarded with 20 FinaTokens, 
where 10% will be added to the treasury funds (=2 FinaTokens). The team will be very care-
ful with spending the tokens from the treasure fund. With the 2 Finatokens per block, the 
funds to develop FinaToken are secured. Despite the fact that the treasury funds will 
increase in the years, the percentage of the total supply of the treasury fund will decrease 
(after the first year around 11% instead of 14%).

= 14%



Treasury Fund

43,638,188
Development

20,000,000 FinaTokens
= 46% of Treasury Fund

= 7% of Total supply

Marketing

5,000,000 FinaTokens
= 11% of Treasury Fund
= 2% of Total supply

Burn

5,638,188 FinaTokens
= 13% of Treasury Fund

= 2% of Total supply

Reserve

3,000,000 FinaTokens
= 7% of Treasury Fund
= 1% of Total supply

Emergency

10,000,000 FinaTokens
= 25% of Treasury Fund

= 3% of Total supply

IDO  
Savings  
Private sale 
Solaris Hold... 
Emergency 
Develop... 
Marketing 
Burn  
Reserve fund 

Supply  

50,000,000
2,500,000

10,000,000
189,785,612
10,000,000
20,000,000

5,000,000
5,638,188
3,000,000

305,923,800

FinaToken
The FinaToken $FNA is the farming and

governance token for the FinaSwap platform.



Launch Finatoken
contract

2021, December

IDO
2022, February

Listing Txbit Exchange

2022, March

Listing StakeCube

2022, March

Launch FinaSwap

June, 2022

Fina NFT

End, 2022

Listing CMC & Coingecko

April, 2022

PancakeSwap

2022, March

The cryptocurrency market is a very 

fast-moving market where we think that 

maintaining a long-term roadmap is not 

realistic. We must be able to respond 

immediately to new developments in the 

market. Please beware that the roadmap 

is only an indication of the direction, but 

we always looking for opportunities, 

even when they are not noticed in our 

roadmap.

Note!

Expending Dex listing

May, 2022

FinaToken
Roadmap



“FinaToken is not
a rebase or honeypot!”
FinaToken is a fair project with an honest team that consists of hard-working 
people. Our team has lots of experience over the years with cryptocurrency and 
its users. We strive for transparency and a high-quality project. We are NOT an 
ugly rebase project or a honeypot! Want to know what FinaToken is?

FinaToken Team

Our team is a reliable team with
real people who have spotless

reputations.

In house development

Everything is built in-house
by FinaToken Team!

No empty promises

If we say something, we go for it!
No empty promises!

Experience

We have more than 20 years of
professional development experience &

nearly 10 years of crypto experience!

Listing

Before we even launched,
we secured four listings already!

Transparency

We have transparent economics
and fair distribution.

Txbit Ex
change

,

stakec
ube

Pancake
swap

Finasw
ap



Governance
The FinaSwap protocol is governed and upgraded by FNA token-holders, using three

distinct components; the FNA token, governance module, and Timelock. Together,

these contracts allow the community to propose, vote, and implement changes through

the administrative functions. Proposals can modify system parameters, support new

markets, or add entirely new functionality to the protocol.

Emission

FinaToken will be minted on the Binance Smart Chain.

For the first 830,000 blocks (about 28 days), 100 FNA

will be minted per block to incentivize early adopters

of the protocol. For each subsequent block

number after that period, 20 FNA are created.

Newly minted FNA are distributed (minus 10%

development allocation) among everyone

providing liquidity to the protocol:

After the liquidity mining phase, 20 FNA

will be minted per block. These will be

distributed among finaSwap LP token

holders (i.e., the protocol’s liquidity

providers).

For the first 830,000 blocks (about 28 days),

100 FNA will be minted per block. These

are being distributed to anyone staking

FinaSwap LP tokens from certain

approved pools.

Liquidity mining phase Post-launch

10% of
the newly 

minted FNA in 
the Liquidity 

mining phase 
will be burned!

10%



FinaSwap Launch
Start Liquidity mining phase

Day 1

Liquidity mining phase
100 FinaTokens per block

Day 28

End Liquidity mining phase

100 FinaTokens per block

Start Post-Launch
20 FinaTokens per block

- 10% development allocation

Day 1
4

Pool Weight

Different liquidity pools have different

weights, such that some will receive a

greater portion of newly minted

tokens than others. This pool weight

is flexible and can be changed via

a governance vote or when new

pools are added to the protocol.

10%
10% of the newly

minted FNA in the 

Liquidity mining phase

will be burned!

Day 29



Different liquidity pools have different weights, such that some will receive a

greater portion of newly minted tokens than others. This pool weight is

flexible and can be changed via a governance vote or when new pools are

added to the protocol.

Obtaining liquidity is crucial for a DEX. Early Liquidity Providers will enjoy a bonus

reward in the first 28 days. The bonus reward phase will result in higher inflation

for the first year. After the first year, inflation will drop dramatically to 8.7% in

ten years. Every year the supply will raise with 189,216,000 FinaTokens. In the

second year the inflation will drop to 32%. In the third year to 22%. After five

years the inflation is droppped to 15%.
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FinaSwap is a decentralized exchange (DEX)

that leverages automated market-making

(AMM) and yield farming mechanisms

on the following blockchains.

FinaSwap



For every swap on the exchange on every

chain, 0.05% of the swap fees are distributed

as FNA proportional to your share of the

FinaLounge. When your FNA is staked into

the FinaLounge, you receive xFNA in return

for voting rights and a fully composable

token that can interact with other protocols.

Your xFNA is continuously compounding,

when you unstake you will receive all the

originally deposited FNA and any additional

from fees.

FinaLounge xFNA Staking

The FinaLounge allows you to stake your

FNA and receive xFNA in return and then

you stake it in the xFNA pool. When users

make trades on the FinaSwap Exchange

a 0.3% fee is charged. 0.05% of this fee is

added to the FinaLounge pool in the

form of LP tokens for the relative pool. When

the rewards contract is called (minimum once

per day) all the LP tokens are sold for FNA

(on FinaSwap Exchange). The newly

purchased FNA is then divided up

proportionally between the xFNA

holders in the pool, meaning their xFNA

is now worth more FNA.

Farms

The FinaFarm allows users to yield farm

FNA rewards with each new block based on

staking FLP tokens they received from the

FinaSwap pools.

Pools

FinaSwap pools allow liquidity providers to

add their tokens to liquidity pools.

When they do so they will receive FLP tokens

(Finaswap Liquidity Provider tokens)

for example if a user deposited $FNA and

$ETH into a pool they would receive

FNA-ETH FLP tokens. These tokens represent

a proportional share of the pooled

assets, allowing a user to reclaim their

funds at any point.



Lending and borrowing

FinaBank is a lending and margin trading platform, built on the FinaVault,

that allows for anyone to create customized and gas-efficient markets for

lending, borrowing, and collateralizing a variety of DeFi tokens, stable

coins, and synthetic assets. FinaBank’s broad diversity of tokens is

dupported through the use of a unique isolated market framework.

Unlike traditional DeFi money markets where high-risk assets can introduce

risk to the entire protocol, in FinaBank, each market is entirely separate 

similar to the FinaSwap DEX, meaning the risk of assets within one lending

market has no effect over the risk of another lending market.

FinaBank



@finaswap

Launch Finatoken
contract

2021, December

IDO
2022, January

Listing Txbit Exchange

2022, February

Listing StakeCube

2022, February

Launch FinaSwap

April, 2022

Fina NFT

End, 2022

Listing CMC & Coingecko

April, 2022

PancakeSwap

2022, February

The cryptocurrency market is a very 

fast-moving market where we think that 

maintaining a long-term roadmap is not 

realistic. We must be able to respond 

immediately to new developments in the 

market. Please beware that the roadmap 

is only an indication of the direction, but 

we always looking for opportunities, 

even when they are not noticed in our 

roadmap.

Note!

Expending Dex listing

April, 2022

FinaToken
Roadmap
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The FinaToken $FNA is the farming and governance token for the FinaSwap platform.

FinaSwap is a decentralized exchange (DEX).
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